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Disruption Isn't Just for Start-ups:
The Adaptability of the Incumbents
When new technology arises, many investors often respond with a sweeping assumption
that it comes at the expense of incumbents. Yet strong incumbents adapt.
Established businesses often have brand strength, scale, relationships, competitive cost positions, and strong
distribution channels. These are powerful advantages that shouldn't be overlooked.

Consider the following value opportunities.
In both cases many incumbents are poised to navigate industry inflection as they roll out, partner with, or acquire
new technology, enhancing business models by creating compelling and more competitive new offerings.

Traditional automakers

Global banks

AREN'T SITTING IDLE

CAN PLAY THE FINTECH GAME TOO

They know how to engineer vehicles profitably, and have

Consider JP Morgan Chase. It has an $11 billion annual

embedded advantages. Consider VW, which has:

technology budget to build and maintain a massive digital
experience that can win with the empowered digital
customer. It also has:

Luxury brands — higher price point allowing to
better recoup costs
Scale — it makes close to 11 million units
Leading market share in Western Europe and
China — where emissions standards are ambitious
An already established dedicated EV platform
Tesla should be respected. It has a brand and a lead in
EV manufacturing. But ultimately, with incumbents
catching up, it faces a long, hard-fought battle with bigger
adaptable competitors.
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Long-term client relationships / High engagement
Reach — physical and virtual
Immense amounts of data
Scale — breadth of product offerings
Trust — compliance infrastructure, data security
Client service — couple fintech with a human touch
Global banks are using their tremendous capital
resources to amass the technology to further solidify their
market dominance.
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